Abstract-Regardless of successful applications of the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in different fields, its application to seismic waveform classification and first-break (FB) picking has not been explored yet. This letter investigates the application of CNNs for classifying time-space waveforms from seismic shot gathers and picking FBs of both direct wave and refracted wave. We use representative subimage samples with two types of labeled waveform classification to supervise CNNs training. The goal is to obtain the optimal weights and biases in CNNs, which are solved by minimizing the error between predicted and target label classification. The trained CNNs can be utilized to automatically extract a set of time-space attributes or features from any subimage in shot gathers. These attributes are subsequently inputted to the trained fully connected layer of CNNs to output two values between 0 and 1. Based on the two-element outputs, a discriminant score function is defined to provide a single indication for classifying input waveforms. The FB is then located from the calculated score maps by sequentially using a threshold, the first local minimum rule of every trace and a median filter. Finally, we adopt synthetic and real shot data examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of CNNs-based waveform classification and FB picking. The results illustrate that CNN is an efficient automatic data-driven classifier and picker.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE earth is increasingly understood through active or passive seismic data, which are recorded by sensors at the surface or in boreholes to interpret the subsurface structure, prospect mineral resources, and predict natural hazards [1] , [2] . The first break (FB) or the traveltime of the first arrival is a key piece of information of seismic data; it has been widely applied to statics correction processing, traveltime tomography, velocity inversion, Q estimation, source location, source mechanism characterization, and hazard assessment. Fundamentally, the waveform features of seismic subimages centered by the FBs and non-FBs are discrepant in the time domain, space domain, or time-space domain. Consequently, it provides interpreters a chance to manually or automatically pick the FB and, meanwhile, classify seismic waveforms.
Manual FB picking of the P-and/or S-wave is a simple and straightforward method that implicitly leverages waveform classification. However, manual picking is tedious and timeconsuming when large amounts of data are processed, which is very common in seismic exploration. In addition, picking accuracy depends on the experience of the interpreter. A large number of (semi)automatic methods [3] , [4] , such as the shortand long-term average ratio (STA/LTA), autoregressive techniques, time-frequency transform, and higher order statistics, have been proposed to pick the FB of the P-or S-wave. Nevertheless, these methods are usually not adaptive, only work well under certain conditions and almost all the automatic pickers are sensitive to the noise level [5] . Furthermore, these methods commonly employ a single-trace process [6] , thereby ignoring spatial coherence among traces, which is an important property for seismic data [7] , [8] . There are also methods using artificial neural networks (ANNs) to pick the FB from (micro)seismic data [9] , [10] . These methods take a window from a trace and calculate sensitive attributes or features (e.g., the STA/LTA ratio and autoregressive coefficients; the variance, skewness, and kurtosis; the amplitude, phase, and frequency) to the FB [11] , [12] . These attributes are considered as ANNs input and the network has to decide whether the corresponding classification output is an FB or non-FB. ANNs-based methods can adaptively pick different types of FBs, but the accuracy of ANNs-based FB picking strongly depends on the choice of the sensitive attributes. Besides, these methods seldom employ the spatial coherent features of waveforms, which probably affect the accuracy of FB picking [7] , [13] .
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) inspired by the natural visual perception mechanism of living creatures have been at the center of attention in machine learning community recently [14] , [15] . It has been demonstrated that its flexible structure is capable of modeling very complex phenomena without knowing any statistics of the input data in advance, and has a strong robustness against translation, scaling, and rotation, due to the three important ideas different from traditional ANNs as follows: local receptive field, weights sharing, and pooling [15] , [16] . As a result, the CNN models were widely developed and applied to a variety of fields, such as multivariate time series classification [16] , playing Atari games [17] , genetic determinants of disease [18] , the game of Go [19] , 1-D waveforms classification [20] , and remote sensing image classification [21] . However, the application of CNNs to seismology has not been discovered as vast as other fields and other algorithms. In this letter, we investigate the application of CNNs for classifying time-space waveforms from seismic shot gathers and further picking FBs. Apart from the introduction of CNN architectures and some training details, we propose three quality factors (QCs) to qualitatively evaluate the quality of the chosen CNN input samples and the corresponding labeled output classification. We also design a discriminant score function to visually classify time-space waveforms and introduce a workflow with three operations to pick the FB in the theory section. The synthetic and real data examples are then adopted to illustrate the performances of the CNNsbased seismic classifier and picker. Finally, the conclusion of this investigation and future work are discussed.
II. THEORY
Three separate sections are considered to introduce the basic theory of CNN-based automated time-space waveform classification and FB picking. The first section is CNN architectures, including the design of CNN input and output patterns as well as the introduction of the three types of layers in the network. The second is CNNs training involving how CNNs obtain the optimal weights and biases. In the final section, we describe the CNN validation and generalization involving three QCs, a discriminant score function for classifying waveforms, and a three-step workflow for picking the FB.
A. CNN Architectures
A shot gather typically includes a variety of wave types, such as direct wave, reflected wave, multiples, refracted wave, diffracted wave, surface wave, and incoherent noise. However, we can simply classify them into FB waves and non-FB waves according to the arrival time of waves. Fundamentally, these two types of waves are discrepant in both time and space directions. Consequently, we choose a series of timespace subimages centered by FB or non-FB points as the input samples and adopt two-element vectors to quantify their classification outputs. The ideal two-element outputs (1 0) or (0 1) correspond to the presence of the FB or non-FB, respectively.
In addition to the input image layer and the output classification layer, the three main types of layers including convolutional, pooling, and fully connected layers (FCLs) are stacked between the input and output layers to construct the CNN architectures (Fig. 1) . The convolutional layer is a key component of CNNs, involving a series of data-driven kernels or filters, where each kernel can extract a time-space attribute or feature map from seismic data. The pooling layer can compress the time and space dimensions or sizes of each feature extracted from the last layer at the expense of reducing resolution, and has the ability to mitigate the overfitting issue of the network training. The FCL can translate a set of attributes corresponding to each input subimage into a classification output vector with two values between 0 and 1.
B. CNNs Training
The process of CNNs training can be regarded as solving a complex nonlinear inverse problem using interactive forward propagation and back propagation. The aim of forward propagation is to calculate the classification output according to the designed network and the updated parameters (i.e., weights and biases), while the goal of back propagation is to update these parameters. Detailed descriptions of CNNs training have already been presented in the vast literature [15] , [21] . Here, we review several key formulas with slight modifications to clarify CNNs training of seismic data.
The input subimage or feature map in the convolutional layer is first convolved with learned kernels, and then the convolved results are inputted into a nonlinear function to calculate a series of (new) feature maps. For each input feature map, the kth output feature map at the lth layer, X l k , is expressed as
where matrix X l−1 represents a certain output feature map of the (l − 1)th layer or input feature map of the lth layer, matrix W l k represents the kth kernel or filter at layer l consisted of several unknown weights, symbol * represents the convolution operator, scalar b l k represents the bias corresponding to the kth kernel at layer l, and E is a matrix with all entries of 1; the exponential operator exp(·) in the sigmoid activation function introduces nonlinearities to the network. Note that the kernel W l k can be shared by all input feature maps to automatically extract a type of time-space attribute. Such a weight-sharing mechanism has several advantages; for instance, it can reduce network complexity and make CNNs easier to train. The pooling layer aims to achieve shift invariance by reducing the resolution of the feature maps. It is usually placed after a convolutional layer. A typical average pooling is implemented by taking the neighborhood average of the preceding convolution result to yield a low-resolution but low-dimension feature map. The generated feature maps are inputted into an FCL to calculate a two-element classification output vector o cal , which is given as
where W FCL is an unknown weight matrix, x is a column vector generated by arranging all final abstract feature maps, and b FCL is a column vector including two biases. The main task of CNNs training is to update the above weights and biases to minimize the error between the forward calculated classification and the target label classification for N training samples, which is defined as a following loss function:
where
l denotes all the biases at layer l, layer L denotes the final layer, namely, FCL, and o known denotes the target label classification quantified as (1 0) or (0 1). The loss function is distinctly differentiable, since the l 2 norm and exponential function are both differentiable. The differentiable nonlinear function, therefore, is readily solved using a conventional back-propagation algorithm with a following parameter update expression:
where m l are either the weights or biases, λ is the learning rate, and the derivatives ∂ O/∂m l are obtained using the chain rule from layer L to layer l.
C. CNNs Validation and Generalization
A shot or several shot gathers with carefully manually picked FB can be chosen to validate the trained CNNs, and in turn, it can probably help modify CNN architectures or optimize the weights and biases of the network. According to (1) and (2), we can calculate the two-element classification output o cal of each equal-size subimage selected from a sliding time-space window, which passes across the entire seismic data. When o cal = (o 1 (t, x) o 2 (t, x) ) is closer to (1 0), where t is time and x is space, the center point (t, x) of the corresponding subimage can be classified as the FB. Otherwise, when o cal is closer to (0 1), point (t, x) can be interpreted as the non-FB. To provide a single indication for classifying waveforms, we define a discriminant score function as
The trough in F(t, x) corresponds to a characteristic change in waveform, and its minimum indicates the FB. If the change is similar to a training time-space waveform centered by the labeled FB, the trough value should be close to 0. In essence, the value size of F(t, x) decides the similarity between a timespace waveform change from the tested (validated or generalized) data and the training time-space subimages labeled as the FB. Therefore, the tested time-space subimages corresponding to small F(t, x), usually less than 1, can be roughly classified into the FBs, whereas those more than 1 are detected as the non-FBs.
We subsequently pick the FB from the calculated discriminant image F(t, x) by sequentially using a threshold, the first local minimum rule of every trace and a median filter. The role of a threshold is to detect FBs including false FBs. The subimages corresponding to these false FBs are usually similar to some training time-space waveform samples labeled as the FB more or less. The first local minimum rule of each trace is then employed to limit the detection of some false FBs, essentially taking advantage of the early arrival property of real FB waves. Finally, a median filter operation is utilized to take the spatial coherent property of real FB waves into account, which can help adjust any isolated FB picks to fit the trend of adjacent picks.
During the validation phase, three QC rules including: 1) the separability of the referenced FB classification appearance represented by the carefully manually picked FB and the other classification appearances (false FB and non-FB classification); 2) the matching degree between the CNNs-based automatic picking FB and the manually picked FB; and 3) the quantity and randomness of false FBs are considered to qualitatively evaluate the quality of the chosen CNN input samples and output classification or the trained CNNs structure. Consequently, we can purposefully adjust CNN training input samples along with the corresponding label outputs to optimize the trained CNN architectures until the QC rules are acceptable by testing several shot gathers. The interactively trained optimal CNNs can be generalized to all other shot gathers.
III. EXAMPLES
A synthetic data example and a real data example are adopted to illustrate the performances of CNNs in classifying seismic waveforms and picking the FB. For these two data examples, the CNNs input layer has 47 × 11 neurons, where 47 denotes the time sample number and 11 denotes the space trace number, and the CNNs output layer has two neurons corresponding to one classification of the time-space waveforms. Two convolution layers, each including 6 and 12 kernels with a size of 3 × 3, an average pooling layer with six panels of size 3 × 3, and an FCL with 156 neurons, are orderly connected between the input and output layers, as shown in Fig. 1 . For CNNs training, the initial weights of the network are randomly assigned, all biases are initialized to zero, and the total iteration number is 200. For CNNs validation and generalization, we shift a time-space window with 47 time samples and 11 space traces one sample by one sample to take the windowed subimage at a time and feed each subimage into the trained network to generate a discriminant map. To detect FBs from the discriminant map, the threshold value is set to 1. In usual, the FB detection and picking are insensitive to the threshold value. For the sake of simplification, two shot gathers for each example are chosen, where one is used to train both the CNNs and validate the trained network, and the other is used to illustrate the generalization performance of the trained CNNs.
A synthetic shot gather with a size of 2455 time samples × 330 space traces [ Fig. 2(a) , (c), or (e)] is first employed to illustrate the influence of the chosen input and output patterns during training on waveform classification and FB picking. We discuss three patterns here, as denoted in Fig. 2(a) , (c), and (e). Red and blue lines are chosen as the center points of CNN input subimage samples, and labeled as FB and non-FB classification outputs, which are mathematically expressed as (1 0) and (0 1), respectively. Fig. 2(a) involves 1420 subimage samples as the CNNs input, where 330 images are labeled as the FBs, which is carefully manually picked from both the direct wave and the refracted wave of the shot gather. The manually picked FBs (red line) are also considered as a reference to assess the effectiveness of CNNs-based automatic waveform classification and FB picking. In this case, we utilize all accurate FB points and some non-FB points associated with different representative time-space waveforms as correct labels to train CNNs. Fig. 2(c) involves 1320 subimages as the CNNs input, where 330 images are labeled FBs corresponding to the result of the referenced FB moving down 30 time samples. In this case, the given labeled FB classification output is inaccurate in contrast to the reference. Fig. 2(e) involves 1350 images as the input, where 260 images are labeled as the FBs mainly corresponding to those of the direct wave. Consequently, the input samples lack representative time-space waveforms related to the refracted waves for this case.
After CNNs input samples and output classification are devised to train the CNNs structure, the current built optimal network can be applied to the tested shot gather to classify all its time-space subimages, pick the FB, and further evaluate the quality of the trained CNNs. Fig. 2(b), (d) , and (f) shows waveform classification and FB picking results, which are predicted via CNNs trained from the three input and output patterns of Fig. 2(a) , (c), and (e), respectively. Comparing Fig. 2(b) , (d), and (f), the following can be observed. 1) Fig. 2(b) presents the best FB picking result (blue circles), which is consistent with the reference (red line). Fig. 3 . Generalization of another synthetic shot gather (a) for classifying waveform and picking FB (b) using the CNNs model trained from the chosen input and output pattern in Fig. 2(a) . The CNNs-based predicted FB (blue circles) matches with the manually picked FB reference (red line) well.
Although there is a slight false appearance of the FB classification below the referenced FB and above about 4 s, there is a good separation feature between these false appearances and those FB classification appearances near the reference. 2) Fig. 2(d) presents the worst waveform classification with the most false FB classification appearances, since more subimages are similar to those corresponding to the chosen labeled FBs. It is notable that the FB picking result (blue circles) is almost parallel to the reference (red line) with an approximately 30 time samples downshift. 3) Fig. 2(f) presents the classification and FB results between common depth point (CDP) 1 and 271 comparable with Fig. 2(b) , but waveform classification between CDP 272 and 340 is easily confused, and the FB picked within this CDP range shows a great deviation from the corresponding referenced FB. Based on the comparisons of these results, we choose a CNNs structure trained from the input and output pattern of Fig. 2(a) to further test another shot gather [ Fig. 3(a) ], and conclusively validate its generalization performance. As Fig. 3(b) shows, we can see that there is an obvious separation among false FB, non-FB, and those FB classification appearances approximately consistent with the reference (red line). Moreover, CNNs-based picked FBs (blue circles) achieves 94% agreement with the manual picks with the error less than seven time samples.
Next, a real land shot gather data example (Fig. 4) is used to test the application potential of the CNNs-based classifier and picker. Fig. 4(a) is a gather with a size of 4955 time samples × 239 space traces chosen for training and validating the CNNs structure, where red and blue lines are designed as a set of the center points of CNNs input subimages and classified into FB and non-FB CNNs outputs, respectively. We adopt 1434 subimage samples as the input, where 239 images are labeled as the FB that are carefully manually picked from both the direct and refracted waves of the gather. The manually picked FB (red line) is considered as a reference to evaluate the trained CNNs. Fig. 4(b) is CNNs-based waveform classification and FB picking result predicted from all time-space subimages in Fig. 4(a) . Although there are some false random appearances of the FB classification, there is a clear separation among the false FB, non-FB, and those FB classification appearances near the reference, and thus it gives rise to an approximate match between the CNNs-based picked FB (blue circles) and the reference (red line). The trained CNNs are then generalized to another shot gather [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Fig. 4(d) shows a CNNs-based waveform classification map along with the FB picking result. As expected, there is a good separation among the false FB, non-FB, and FB classification appearances near the manually picked FB (also defined as the reference), in addition to a close match between CNNs picks (blue circles) and the reference (red line), which achieves 87% with the error less than 12 time samples.
IV. CONCLUSION
The CNNs can be trained to build an optimal nonlinear mapping model between seismic time-space subimage inputs and the labeled FB and non-FB classification outputs. The trained model is dependent on the quality of the chosen inputs and the corresponding labeled classification outputs, but it can be interactively evaluated and further adjusted via three QCs rules, which are: 1) the separability between the referenced FB classification appearance represented by the carefully manually picked FB and the other classification appearances; 2) the matching degree between CNNs-based automatic picked FB and manually picked FB; and 3) the quantity and randomness of the false FB. When the input subimage samples are chosen representatively and sufficiently, the corresponding labeled classification outputs are accurately given to train CNNs, and all time-space subimages corresponding to the FB type are not too similar to those corresponding to the non-FB type; the trained CNNs are generally effective for classifying seismic waveform and picking FB. As the synthetic and real shot data examples illustrate, CNNs are a well-performing automatic classifier and picker without the preprocessing step of attribute extraction.
The CNNs-based waveform classification and FB picking method can be readily extended to the other time-space waveform data sets, such as microseismic, earthquake, or ground-penetrating radar data sets. As future work, we plan to extend the method to process massive and higher dimensional seismic data sets, and further investigate CNNs architectures. We also plan to test the robustness of the method to strong noise near the FB waves.
